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BACKGROUND:Diverse organisms, fromarchaea
and bacteria to plants and humans, use receptor
systems to recognize both pathogens and
dangerous self-derived or environmentally
derived stimuli. These intricate,well-coordinated
immune systems, composed of innate and
adaptive components, ensure host survival. In
the late 20th century, researchers identified
the Toll/interleukin-1/resistance gene (TIR)
domain as an evolutionarily conserved compo-
nent of animal and plant innate immune sys-
tems. Today, TIR-domain proteins are known
to be broadly distributed across the tree of
life. The TIR domainwas first recognized as an
adaptor for the assembly of macromolecular
signaling complexes inmammalian innate im-
mune pathways. Work on axon degeneration
in animals—as well as on plant, archaeal, and
bacterial immune systems—has uncovered ad-
ditional enzymatic activities for TIR domains.

ADVANCES: Mammalian axons initiate a self-
destruct program upon injury and during
disease that is mediated by the sterile alpha
and TIRmotif containing 1 (SARM1) protein.
The SARM1 TIR domain enzymatically con-

sumes the essential metabolic cofactor nic-
otinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) to
promote axonal death. Identification of the
SARM1 NAD+-consuming enzyme (NADase)
revealed that TIR domains can function as
enzymes. Given the evolutionary conserva-
tion of TIR domains, studies investigated
whether the SARM1 TIR NADase was also
conserved. Indeed, bacteria, archaea, and
plant TIR domains possess NADase activ-
ity. In prokaryotes, TIR NADase activity is
found in an ancient antiphage immune sys-
tem. In plants, identification of TIR NADase
activity and linkage of TIR enzymatic pro-
ducts to downstream signaling components
addressed the question of how nucleotide-
binding, leucine-rich repeat (NLR) recep-
tors trigger hypersensitive cell death during
an immune response. Studies in plants show
that their TIR domains can cleave nucle-
ic acids and possess 2′,3′ cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (2′,3′-cAMP) and 2′,3′ cy-
clic guanosine monophosphate (2′,3′-cGMP)
synthetase activity that aids cell death pro-
grams in plant innate immunity. Thus, TIR
domains constitute an ancient family of

enzymes that are activated in immune and
cell death pathways.

OUTLOOK: The discovery of TIR-domain en-
zyme activities carries implications for innate
immunity and neurodegeneration. The identi-
fication of the SARM1NADase defined a drug
target for awide number of neurodegenerative
diseases that is being exploited in both preclin-
ical and clinical studies. Hyperactive mutations
in the SARM1 NADase have been discovered
in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients.
Future work will seek to clarify the contribu-
tion of the SARM1 axon degeneration pathway
to ALS pathogenesis. NAD+ biology influences
cellular processes from metabolism to DNA
repair to aging. How TIR enzymes influence
the NAD+metabolome and its associated path-
ways in bacteria, archaea, plants, and animals
will be an exciting area for upcoming investi-
gation. The discovery of the diversity of TIR
enzymatic products is revealing signaling
pathways across kingdoms. Discovery of TIR
enzymatic function in plants and animals may
yet inspire studies of enzymatic functions for
Toll-like receptors in animals. We anticipate
that cross-kingdom studies of TIR-domain
function will guide interventions that will span
the tree of life, from treating human neuro-
degenerative disorders and bacterial infections
to preventing plant diseases.▪
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Conserved TIR-domain enzymatic activity. TIR-domain proteins from prokaryotes
and eukaryotes cleave NAD+ into nicotinamide (Nam), ADP-ribose (ADPR), cyclic
ADP-ribose (cADPR), isomers of cyclic ADP-ribose (2′ or 3′cADPR), and related
molecules [e.g., phosphoribosyl adenosine monophosphate (pRib-AMP)]. Plant TIR
domains also possess a nuclease activity, can degrade DNA and RNA, and can

function as a 2′,3′-cAMP or 2′,3′-cGMP synthetase. TIR enzymatic activity drives cell
death and immune pathways across kingdoms. TIR activity can kill cells directly
through NAD+ depletion or indirectly using enzymatic products as signal molecules.
The representative TIR domain structure shown here is Protein Data Bank ID 6O0Q.
EDS1, enhanced disease susceptibility 1; ThsA, Thoeris A.
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Shared TIR enzymatic functions regulate
cell death and immunity across the tree of life
Kow Essuman1, Jeffrey Milbrandt2,3,4, Jeffery L. Dangl5,6, Marc T. Nishimura7*

In the 20th century, researchers studying animal and plant signaling pathways discovered a protein
domain that is shared across diverse innate immune systems: the Toll/interleukin-1/resistance gene
(TIR) domain. The TIR domain is found in several protein architectures and was defined as an adaptor
that mediates protein-protein interactions in animal innate immunity and developmental signaling
pathways. However, studies of nerve degeneration in animals—and subsequent breakthroughs in
plant, bacterial, and archaeal systems—revealed that TIR domains possess enzymatic activities.
We provide a synthesis of TIR functions and the role of various related TIR enzymatic products in
evolutionarily diverse immune systems. These studies may ultimately guide interventions that would
span the tree of life, from treating human neurodegenerative disorders and bacterial infections to
preventing plant diseases.

I
nnate immune systems of living organ-
isms comprise a set of molecular, cellular,
and physiological responses that are rap-
idly mobilized in response to pathogens
and harmful stimuli derived from dam-

aged host cells (1, 2). Studies of animal and
plant innate immune responses identified the
evolutionarily conserved Toll/interleukin-1/
resistance gene (TIR) domain as a common
element in proteins involved in innate immu-
nity (Fig. 1) (3). In animal innate immune sys-
tems, TIR domains provide the signalingmotif
of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and interleukin-1
receptors (IL-1Rs) (4). These TIR domains
function as scaffolds to assemble signaling
complexes and transduce defense responses
that include activation of nuclear factor kB
(NF-kB) signaling and interferon production
(4). Activation of mammalian TIR protein
complexes also stimulates aerobic glycolysis
in functional immune cells (5, 6). In plants,
TIR domains are typically found at the amino
terminus of nucleotide-binding leucine-rich
repeat receptor (NLR) proteins (Fig. 1) (7, 8).
Canonical plant NLRs possess a nucleotide
binding site (NBS), leucine-rich repeat (LRR)
domain, and a TIR domain or coiled-coil (CC)

domain at their N terminus, giving rise to TIR-
NLRs (TNLs) and CC-NLRs (CNLs), respec-
tively. NLRs are the key intracellular receptors
in the plant innate immune system (7, 8) and
are structurally similar to animal NLR pro-
teins that signal by oligomerizing into inflam-
masomes (7). In response to pathogenic and
endogenous danger signals, plant NLRs trig-
ger a rapid immune response that initiates a
transcriptional reprogramming that halts
pathogen growth and often culminates in
localized cell death (9). TIR domains are also
encoded (more rarely) in some fungal and pro-
tozoal genomes where their function remains
to be elucidated (10, 11). More recently, TIR
domain proteins were discovered to be widely
found in bacteria and archaea (Fig. 1) (12–17).
Initial characterization of these bacterial pro-
teins indicated that they function as virulence
factors to interrupt TLR signaling in themam-
malian host, but recent work also defines intra-
cellular signaling roles in bacterial antiphage
defense (12, 13, 16, 18). Thus, TIR domain im-
mune function is found across kingdoms in
diverse systems.
The original molecular function of TIR

domains as signaling scaffolds is well doc-
umented for innate immune responses in
animals (4, 19–21). Recent work, however,
demonstrated that TIR proteins are also an
ancient enzyme family across all domains of
life (15, 18, 22–26). TIR domains can act as
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+)
hydrolases (15, 22–26). Additionally, at least
some plant TIR domains are bifunctional
enzymes that are also able to hydrolyze both
NAD+ and DNA and RNA, thus also acting as
2′,3′ cyclic adenosinemonophosphate (2′,3′-cAMP)
and 2′,3′ cyclic guanosine monophosphate
(2′,3′-cGMP) synthetases (23, 24, 27). In this re-
view,we discuss the biology of TIR domains

with an emphasis on enzymatic functions
in immune and cell death pathways (sum-
marized in Fig. 1B).

Discovery of the TIR domain

The identification of the TIR domain began
with the characterization of three key genes
that encode themammalian IL-1R,Drosophila
Toll, and the tobacco N protein, which con-
ditions resistance to tobacco mosaic virus (19).
In the late 1980s, IL-1R was cloned (28). A few
years later, its cytosolic domain was found
to be homologous to the cytosolic domain of
Drosophila Toll (29, 30). Toll, at that time,
was implicated in the dorsoventral pattern-
ing developmental process of Drosophila
that involved signaling by the NF-kB factor
Dorsal (31, 32). IL-1 was also shown to ac-
tivate NF-kB (29, 33). In 1994, researchers
studying the plant immune system discovered
that the gene N encodes an amino-terminal
domain with substantial homology to the
carboxyl-terminal domain of Toll and IL-1R
(34). Because of its N-terminal TIR domain,
N is a TNL receptor. Its activation by recog-
nition of a protein from the tobacco mosaic
virus leads to hypersensitive programmed
cell death and restriction of viral replication
(34). Functions for Toll were later extended
beyond development to immune activation
during bacterial and fungal infections (35–37).
These discoveries led to the identification
of several mammalian TLR proteins har-
boring TIR domains and a large superfam-
ily of intracellular plant TNL receptors that
are widely distributed across dicotyledon-
ous plant genomes (4, 7). Single-domain
plant TIR proteins and “TIR-X” proteins
(where X is a domain of unknown func-
tion) are also common and functional (Fig. 1)
(38–40).

TIR domains in animal immune signaling

The realization that TIR domains function
as scaffolds emerged from extensive work in
animal innate immune signaling (19). In ani-
mals, TIR domains are found in Toll and
TLRs, their cytosolic adaptor proteins, and the
IL-1R family (4, 19) (Fig. 1). TLR receptors are
pattern recognition receptors, which detect
pathogen- or microbe-associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs and MAMPs) and activate
downstream signaling pathways (4). The de-
tection of PAMPs or MAMPs occurs through
the N-terminal domain of TLR dimers at the
cell surface or within endosomal membranes
(4). This triggers TLR C-terminal TIR do-
main dimerization, recruitment of cytosolic
TIR adaptors (4, 21, 41), and TIR-mediated
cooperative assembly of a supramolecular
organizing complex (19–21, 42, 43). Complex
formation leads to signaling through activa-
tion of downstream protein kinases and tran-
scription factors, and then to host inflammatory
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and defense responses (4, 42, 44). TIR domains
in the IL-1R family share similar intracellular
signaling mechanisms as TLRs and influence
myriad innate and adaptive immune responses
(4, 45–47).
Although animal TIR adaptor proteins gen-

erally promote TLR signaling, the discovery
that the TIR “adaptor” protein, sterile alpha
and TIR motif containing 1 (SARM1), inhib-
its TLR signaling indicated that it might
have distinct functions (48). Indeed, the
Caenorhabditis elegans SARM1 ortholog
(called TIR-1) has essential roles in both
immunity and development (49–51). TIR-1 is
required for resistance to certain fungal and
bacterial infections (49) and specification
of asymmetric odorant receptor expression
during neuronal development (50). Thus,
C. elegans TIR-1 function is reminiscent of
Toll function in dorsoventral patterning in de-
velopment and innate immunity (31, 35–37).
Another distinguishing feature of SARM1
among TIR adaptors is its enzymatic role in
driving axon degeneration (22, 52, 53) (Fig. 2),
which laid the groundwork for the discovery

of TIR domain enzymatic function across
kingdoms.

TIR domains function in neuronal cell death

In the mid-19th century, neurophysiologist
Augustus Waller described the degeneration
of injured frog hypoglossal and glossopha-
ryngeal nerves (54). Wallerian degeneration
initially was thought to be a passive wasting
of the distal segment of a damaged axon, but
this view was challenged by the serendipitous
discovery of a naturally occurring spontaneous
mutant mouse, the Wallerian degeneration
slow (Wlds) mutant (55). In Wlds mice, tran-
sected distal axons remain intact for several
days after injury and continue to conduct ac-
tion potentials and remainmetabolically active
(55, 56). The axonal protection observed in
theWldsmice is caused by a gain-of-function
mutation that results in a fusion protein (Wlds)
composed of portions of the ubiquitination
factor UBE4B and nicotinamide mononucleo-
tide adenylyltransferase 1 (NMNAT1) (56, 57).
The enzymatic activity of NMNAT1, which
converts nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN)

to NAD+ (Fig. 3), is required for Wlds to protect
axons (58). Unraveling the mechanism of this
hypermorphic mutation revealed an active,
genetically encoded death program in axons
after injury (53, 59–63).
Genetic screens inDrosophila and inmouse

dorsal root ganglia neurons identified SARM1
as a required component of a conserved axon
deathprogram (61, 62). Subsequent experiments
using SARM1 knockout mice showed robust
axonal protection comparable to that observed
inWldsmice (56, 61, 62). Transected axons from
Drosophila SARM1 mutants can remain intact
for at least 6weeks, aduration that approximates
the life span of the fly (61). Loss of SARM1 delays
axondegenerationand improves functional out-
comes in several neurodegenerative disease
mouse models, including chemotherapeutic
and diabetic peripheral neuropathy, traumatic
brain injury, glaucoma, retinopathy, and amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (64–70). Loss of
SARM1 also blocks axon degeneration in hu-
man induced pluripotent stem cell–derived
sensory neurons (71). In the absence of in-
jury, SARM1 knockout mice display no overt
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Fig. 1. Diverse TIR domain proteins across the tree of life share related
enzymatic functions to regulate cell death and immunity. (A) TIR domains
(labeled T, green circle) are present in diverse domain configurations from animal,
plants, and prokaryotes. Many domain configurations are not shown. Plant genomes
encode TIR domain proteins with diverse domain architectures. Bacteria and
archaea also possess TIR domain proteins with diverse domain architectures,
including TIR domains located at either the N or C termini. Other domains present

in prokaryotic TIR proteins that are represented by Y-Z″ in the figure include CC
domains, STING, WD 40 repeats, and the Mpr1p Pad1p N-terminal domain. DD, death
domain; ID, intermediate domain; MyD88, myeloid differentiation primary response
protein 88; TPR, tetratricopeptide repeat. (B) Across the tree of life, TIR domains
function as enzymes to process nucleotide-containing molecules, either to generate
signals or to deplete them from the cell. TIR products or NAD+ depletion are often
associated with beneficial cell death or immune activation.
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phenotype, suggesting that SARM1 inhibi-
tion may be an attractive therapeutic strat-
egy for neurodegenerative diseases (72–74).

SARM1 reveals an enzymatic TIR function

SARM1 is a multidomain protein with an
N-terminal regulatory region that contains
multiple Armadillo repeats, a tandem sterile
alpha motif (SAM) domain that mediates
SARM1 multimerization, and a C-terminal
TIR domain (52, 62) (Fig. 1). Forced dimeriza-
tion of the SARM1 TIR domains leads to rapid
NAD+ depletion that is sufficient to trigger
axon degeneration (75). Because TIR domains
function as molecular scaffolds to promote
the formation of signaling complexes, it was
hypothesized that axon injury promoted di-
merization of SARM1 TIR domains that re-
sulted in the interaction and activation of an
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Fig. 2. Working model of the Wallerian axon
degeneration pathway. Activation of the Wallerian
axon degeneration pathway during injury involves
the reduction of axon protective factors, primarily
nicotinamide mononucleotide adenylyltransferase 2
(NMNAT2). The level of NMNAT2 is regulated by
multiple mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases,
PAM-Highwire-Rpm-1 (PHR1), F Box protein 45
(FBXO45), and S phase kinase associated protein
1 (SKP1). Low levels of NMNAT2 lead to an increase
in NMN and a decrease in NAD+. Both NMN and
NAD+ bind to SARM1, where a high NMN:NAD+ ratio
is responsible for potent SARM1 NADase enzyme
activation. Activated SARM1 NADase cleaves NAD+

into Nam, ADPR, and cADPR. SARM1-mediated
NAD+ cleavage leads to energetic failure through
axonal ATP loss and subsequent mitochondrial
depolarization, calcium influx, and, ultimately,
axon fragmentation.

Fig. 3. Select pathways of NAD+ synthesis and TIR-mediated NAD+ degradation. (A) Nicotinamide
phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT), the rate-limiting enzyme in NAD+ biosynthesis, produces NMN from Nam
and 5-phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate (PRPP) (not shown). NMNAT synthesizes NAD+ from NMN and ATP.
NAD+ can be cleaved by prokaryotic and eukaryoticTIR domains. The SARM1 TIR domain cleaves NAD+ into Nam,
ADPR, and cADPR. Bacterial TIRs can cleave NAD+ into Nam, ADPR, cADPR, and v-cADPRs. Plant TIRs can
also cleave NAD+ into Nam, ADPR, and v-cADPR. Two linkages of v-cADPR have been described: 2′cADPR
and 3′cADPR. (B) Plant TIRs generate small-molecule signals that activate the EDS1 complex. pRib-AMP
and pRib-ADP promote the EDS1-PAD 4 interaction with ADR1, whereas ADPr-ATP and di-ADPR promote
EDS1/SAG101 interaction with NRG1. (C) 2′cADPR and TIR-derived EDS1 signals share a 1″-2′ ribose-ribose
linkage. (D) Hypothetical cleavage sites in poly(ADP-ribose) that could produce plant-derived TIR molecules.
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NAD+-consuming enzyme in the axon (22, 75).
However, biochemical experiments using pu-
rified proteins established that the SARM1
TIR domain itself possesses NAD+ hydrolase
activity (22). SARM1 hydrolyzes NAD+ through
a reaction that requires a glutamate residue
[Glu642 (E642) in human SARM1] in the TIR
catalytic pocket (22, 24). This NAD+ hydrolase
activity and conserved glutamate is present
in SARM1 homologs from multiple species,
including humans, mice, flies, and worms
(22, 24, 26).
SARM1 TIR cleaves NAD+ at the nicotin-

amide ribosyl bond to produce nicotinamide
(Nam), adenosine diphosphate ribose (ADPR),
and cyclic ADPR (cADPR) (22, 24, 26) (Fig. 3).
SARM1 also possesses base-exchange activity
that can generate nicotinic acid adenine di-
nucleotide phosphate (NAADP) (26, 76) as well
as modifications of other compounds (77).
SARM1 activation in axons leads to deple-
tion of NAD+ and adenosine triphosphate
(ATP), followed by calcium influx, mitochon-
drial depolarization, and axon degeneration
(60, 75, 78, 79) (Fig. 2). The discovery of the
SARM1 NAD+-consuming enzyme (NADase)
reemphasized the importance of NAD+ in
axon degeneration. Later studies showed that
the Wlds functional moiety, NMNAT1, con-
fers axonal protection by inhibiting SARM1-
mediated NAD+ depletion (80).

Shared TIR enzymatic function across the
tree of life

The discovery that the SARM1 TIR domain is
an NAD+ hydrolase suggested that TIR do-
mains in proteins that are present in different
kingdoms might also possess enzymatic activ-
ity. The SARM1 TIR domain is phylogeneti-
cally and structurallymore related to bacterial,
archaeal, and plant TIR domains than to TIR
domains implicated in animal innate im-
munity (14, 24). Indeed, purified TIR domain
proteins of human TLR4 and other animal
TIR adaptors failed to cleave NAD+ in vitro
(22, 24, 81). This result reinforced phylogenetic
analyses and suggested that SARM1 may have
functions distinct from other mammalian TIR
domains. Biochemical assays using bacterial,
archaeal, and plant TIR domains demonstrated
that many of them can function as NADases
(15, 17, 18, 23–26). A conserved glutamate is
present in plant, bacterial, and archaeal TIR
domains and is required for their NAD+ hy-
drolase activity (15, 16, 23, 24). Other closely
related analogs of NAD+, such as nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+), can
be cleaved by SARM1, plant, and bacterial
TIR proteins (15, 23, 24, 76). TLRs and their
adaptors have not been shown to possess TIR
enzymatic function thus far, but their ability
to form complexes with other enzymes sug-
gests that TIR-associated enzymatic activation
may be a conserved mechanism across king-

doms (6, 19, 42). Moreover, TLRs can activate
aerobic glycolysis and metabolic reprogram-
ming (5, 6, 82). This, coupled with NAD+ being
an indispensable and ubiquitous metabolic
factor (83), implicates TIRs as indirect medi-
ators of metabolism. Future studies should
clarify if mammalian TIRs that lack NAD+

cleavage activity might still bind NAD+ and
thus also influence signaling pathways in this
manner.

Bacterial and archaeal TIR domains
are enzymes

TIR domain NADases are present and active in
diverse prokaryotes from a range of habitats
(15–18, 25, 84). Prokaryotic TIRs also cleave
NAD+ at the nicotinamide ribosyl bond (15, 25)
(Fig. 3) but can createmultiple types of products.
For example, TIR proteins from Staphylococcus
aureus (TirS) and uropathogenic Escherichia
coli (TcpC) generate Nam and ADPR (15). By
contrast, TIR proteins BtpA (from Brucella),
AbTir (from Acinetobacter baumannii), TcpO
(from the archaeaMethanobrevibacter olleyae),
and other prokaryotic TIR domains generate
a variant of cADPR (v-cADPR) (15, 18, 84) (Fig.
3). v-cADPR was also detected in gnotobiotic
mice colonizedwith human gut bacterial strains
(17). Plant TIRs also produce v-cADPR in vitro
and in vivo (23). Finally, yet another variant
of cADPR (v2-cADPR) is produced by the bac-
terial TIR virulence factor HopAM1 and other
bacterial TIR proteins (17, 84, 85). The cADPR
isomers produced by plant TIRs and several
bacterial TIRs have the same molecular weight
as cADPR but are distinct, as shown by re-
tention times in chromatography experiments
(15, 18, 23, 85). The first chemical structures of
plant and prokaryotic v-cADPR and v2-cADPR
molecules indicate that they are circularized
by means of ribose-ribose linkages (84, 86)
(Fig. 3). v-cADPR is circularized by means
of a 1″-2′ glycosidic linkage between riboses
(hereafter, 2′cADPR), whereas v2-cADPR is
circularized by means of a 1″-3′ glycosidic
linkage (hereafter, 3′cADPR) (84, 86). It re-
mains to be seen whether TIRs are capable of
other linkages or whether there are isomeric
differences between cADPR molecules that
share the same linkage.
Bacterial TIR domain proteins were first

classified as virulence factors and thought
to act by interacting with mammalian host
TLRs to disrupt innate immune pathways
(12, 13, 87–89). BtpA is a bacterial virulence
effector protein from Brucella abortus that
reduces total intracellular NAD+, an activ-
ity that requires the catalytic glutamate (89).
Similar strategies are used by plant pathogens.
The plant pathogen Pseudomonas syringae
pv. (pathovar) tomato strain DC3000 encodes
a TIR domain–containing virulence protein
called HopAM1. HopAM1 virulence pheno-
types are dependent on its conserved catalytic

glutamate (84, 85). Themechanism by which
HopAM1’s enzymatic activity suppresses plant
immunity remains unknown. One hypothesis
is that the HopAM1 TIR competes for a plant
TIR substrate that is required to promote
immunity. An alternate hypothesis is that
HopAM1-produced 3′cADPR, or related enzy-
matic products, interfere with the host’s im-
mune system.

Bacterial TIR enzymes in antiphage
defense responses

Global surveys of bacterial genomes revealed
that TIR domain–encoding genes are enriched
in genomic regions that contain phage defense
genes, suggesting that they may function in
suppressing phage infections (16). One system,
Thoeris, comprises an operon that is composed
of ThsA and ThsB. ThsA usually encodes an
NAD+ binding and cleavage domain at its N
terminus (18, 90). ThsB encodes a TIR-domain
protein (16). The Thoeris system is found in a
wide number bacterial and archaeal genomes
and restricts viral replication upon activation
(16). Mutations of the conserved catalytic
glutamate in the TIR domain of ThsB, or of
residues that affect NAD+ binding in ThsA,
abolish phage protection (16, 18).
Upon bacteriophage infection, ThsB TIR do-

mains produce a cADPR isomer (presumably
3′cADPR) (18, 84), which then acts as a signal-
ing molecule to activate ThsA (18). ThsA con-
sequently consumes bacterial NAD+, promoting
bacterial growth inhibition and/or cell death
(Fig. 4). This process of metabolic arrest and
cell death, termed abortive infection, is thought
to curb the spread of the infecting phage at a
population level (91, 92). Abortive infection is
reminiscent of the axon self-destruct mech-
anism that is mediated by SARM1 activation
in damaged axons and the hypersensitive
cell death response in plants after successful
pathogen recognition (7, 52). The discovery
that bacterial TIR domain–containing pro-
teins mediate antiphage defense systems is
an impressive example of the continuity of
TIR immune function, extending from phage
defense in bacteria to pathogen responses in
plants and animals. In addition to ThsB, other
phage defense proteins are TIR-domain NAD+

hydrolases regulated by cyclic nucleotides
(Fig. 4) (25, 93). Similarly, detection of foreign
DNA by a prokaryotic Argonaute protein via
guide RNAs activates TIR NADase activity in
the SPARTA (short prokaryotic Argonaute and
TIR-APAZ) immune system (94).

TIR domains as enzymes in plant immune
receptor function

Plants deploy an intricate innate immune
system that prevents disease (7, 9). Initial
hypotheses imagined that similar to animal
TIR proteins, plant immune receptors con-
taining TIR domains could function through
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assembly of signaling complexes. The obser-
vation that the animal SARM1 TIR domain
expressed an enzymatic function prompted
the discovery of NAD+ hydrolase activity in
both plant TIR-only proteins and TNL proteins
(23, 24, 95). Although both animal SARM1 and
plant TIR domain proteins trigger cell death
after activation, they achieve this through
distinct mechanisms. SARM1 possesses high
enzymatic activity and rapidly depletes the
cell of NAD+, resulting in energetic catastrophe
and death (22, 23, 75). Plant TIRs are less-active
enzymes in biochemical assays, and in vivo TIR
activity does not result in severe NAD+ deple-
tion (23). This raises the question of how TIR
activity results in cell death if it does not in-
duce energetic catastrophe.
Enhanced disease susceptibility 1 (EDS1)

is a conserved immune hub required for plant
TIR-dependent cell death and disease resis-
tance phenotypes across plant phylogeny (96).
Downstream of EDS1 is a small set of ancient
and conserved resistance to powdery mildew 8
(RPW8)–like NLRs, called RNL “helper NLRs”
that are also required for TIR-mediated cell
death and immunity (97). RNL helper NLRs
transduce TIR-EDS1–dependent signals into
direct calcium channel formation and sub-
sequent signaling (98, 99). If plant TIRs func-
tioned through direct NAD+ depletion, one
might expect that they would not require
downstream signaling components. Indeed,
ectopic expression of SARM1 TIR triggers
EDS1-independent cell death in plants (23).
This is consistent with the hypothesis that
strong NADases can kill cells through meta-
bolic dysregulation. Most plant TIRs, by con-
trast, are EDS1 dependent, even though they
are enzymatically active in eds1 mutants, as
measured by the production of v-cADPR (23).
Thus, plant TIRNADase function is upstream
of EDS1 (Fig. 5). A class of TIR proteins is en-

coded in some plant genomes that lack EDS1
(100). It is unclear how theseEDS1-independent
TIRs function or whether they are producing
small-molecule signals.
How, then, does TIR enzymatic activity ac-

tivate downstream signaling? A pair of studies
demonstrated amechanistic link between TIR
enzymatic products and EDS1 complex func-
tion (101, 102). Huang et al. (101) identified a
small molecule after coexpressing an active TIR
enzyme along with the downstream compo-
nents EDS1 and PHYTOALEXINDEFICIENT 4
(PAD4) in insect cells (101). EDS1 functions as
a heterodimer with one of two structurally
related proteins, either PAD4or SENESCENCE-
ASSOCIATEDGENE 101 (SAG101). EDS1, PAD4,
and SAG101 share a similar domain architec-
ture, with anN-terminal lipase-like domain and
a C-terminal domain called the “EP domain”
for EDS1 and PAD4. SAG101 also contains an
EP domain (Fig. 5). The EDS1-SAG101 crystal
structure revealed a cavity formed in the het-
erodimer, and EP domain residues that face
this cavity are required for EDS1 complex
function (103, 104). By purifying and crystal-
izing the TIR-activated EDS1-PAD4 complex,
Huang et al. found electron density in the EP
domain pocket consistent with an ADPR-
related molecule that they named phosphor-
ibosyl adenosine diphosphate (pRib-ADP) (101).
TIR activity induces preferential EDS1-PAD4
heterodimer formation followedby recruitment
and activation of downstream ACTIVATED
DISEASE RESISTANCE (ADR) RNLs in vivo
(104–106). Using an in vitro assay, Huang et al.
found that synthetic pRib-ADP and a phos-
phoribosyl adenosine monophosphate (pRib-
AMP) can replace TIR activity that drives the
interaction of EDS1-PAD4 heterodimers with
downstream ADR RNLs (101). The putative
TIR catalytic glutamate was required both in
vitro to drive EDS1 complex oligomerization

and in vivo for the TIR-only protein RBA1
(response to the bacterial type III effector
protein HopBA1) to promote pRib-AMP accu-
mulation (38, 101). Thus, this study links TIR
enzymatic function mechanistically to EDS1
and downstream events, which likely induce
RNLs to form active resistosome-like calcium
channels (98, 99) (Fig. 5). In an accompanying
research article (102), plant TIRs were dem-
onstrated to generate ADP-ribosylated ADPR
(di-ADPR) andADP-ribosylated ATP (ADPr-ATP)
(Fig. 3B). Thesemolecules are structurally related
to pRib-AMP and pRib-ADP but preferentially
activate the EDS1-SAG101 heterodimer via
a binding site overlapping that of the pRib
molecules (102). In vitro, the RPS4 TIR do-
main was capable of producing all four EDS1
complex signals from NAD+ and ATP (102).
These results provide a compelling model that
explains how PAD4 or SAG101 form specific
EDS1 heterodimeric complexes that selec-
tively recruit and signal through the two
subclasses of RNL helper NLRs, ADRs, or
NRGs, respectively. This results in distinct
outputs, one biased toward cell death and
the other toward a transcriptional immune
output by means of as-yet-unknown mecha-
nisms (107).
The plant protein BdTIR activates ThsA in

the Thoeris system (18). Thus, plant TIRs can
produce a conserved signal (or signals) recog-
nized by downstream signaling molecules
across a considerable phylogenetic distance.
Similar experiments were performed in the
opposite direction by expressing bacterial TIRs
in plants (108). The human inflammasome
perceives intracellular pathogen signals and
oligomerizes into a wheel-like disc (109, 110).
Using this chassis, Duxbury et al. generated a
hybrid inflammasome that fused TIR domains
to the oligomerization domains of an animal
inflammasome (108). The hybrid receptor
with a plant TIR domain activated cell death
in planta in a ligand-specific manner. This
death was EDS1 dependent, consistent with
activation of the endogenous TIR cell death
pathway. Similar fusions with bacterial AbTir,
however, failed to trigger cell death but did
produce measurable v-cADPR (2′cADPR) (108).
Duxbury et al. concluded that TIR NADase
activity and v-cADPR production appear nec-
essary, but not sufficient, for plant cell death (but
see section “Plant TIR domains also cleave DNA
and RNA” for 2′,3′-cNMP synthetase activity).
One outstanding question is the relevance

of plant TIR-produced 2′cADPR (Fig. 3). Is this
molecule an intermediate in the production of
the ligands that drive specific EDS1 complex
formation, does it have distinct functions, or is
it immunologically irrelevant enzymatic noise?
Could it have a function related to the 3′cADPR
produced in the plant cell by phytopathogens
via HopAM1? The 2′cADPR molecule was orig-
inally described as a “biomarker” for TIR
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Fig. 4. Bacterial TIR NADases in antiphage,
abortive infection defense programs. Shown are
the Thoeris (left), Pycsar (middle), and CBASS
(cyclic oligonucleotide–based antiphage signaling
system) (right) defense systems. In the Thoeris
system, bacteriophage infection activates the host
ThsB TIR NADase to produce an isomer of cADPR,
which then activates ThsA, leading to NAD+ depletion
and subsequent metabolic crisis and growth arrest.
In the Pycsar system, phage infection activates
the PycC uridylate cyclase to produce cyclic uridine
monophosphate (cUMP). cUMP activates the PycTIR
NADase effector to promote abortive infection
through NAD+ depletion. In CBASS, CD-NTase
(cGAS/DncV-like nucleotidyltransferase) enzymes
generate cyclic oligonucleotides. In the example
presented here, c-di-GMP is generated by a member

of the CD-NTase family. The ci-di-GMP activates the NADase activity of the TIR-STING protein to cause
bacterial growth arrest. Although the genomic location of CD-NTase and TIR-STING within “defense islands”
suggests a role in bacterial defense, the phages that activate the TIR-STING system remain unknown.
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enzymatic function in planta because its pres-
encewas correlatedwith TIR immune function
(23). It is notable that hydrolysis of the pyro-
phosphate linkage of 2′cADPR would yield
pRib-AMP (Fig. 3C). pRib-ADP has an ad-
ditional phosphate that is not present in
2′cADPR.Generation of pRib-ADP from2′cADPR
would require either phosphorolysis of the
pyrophosphate bond in 2′cADPR (111) or phos-
phorylation of pRib-AMP. 2′cADPR’s charac-
teristic 1″-2′ ribose-ribose linkage is also present
in (poly)ADP-ribose, a molecule that is induced
during plant immune responses (112). Cleavage
of linear (poly)ADP-ribose could directly pro-
duce three of the EDS1-complex signals: pRib-

AMP, pRib-ADP, and ADP-ribosylated ADPR
(Fig. 3D). It will be interesting to determine
whether TIRs can also use polyADP-ribose
as a substrate, potentially releasing diADPR
through hydrolysis of the 1″-2′ linkage.

Structural basis of TIR-domain
enzymatic function

The crystal structures of many animal, plant,
and bacterial TIR domains have been deter-
mined (43, 113–117). A conserved core fold is
present in TIR domains that consists of a con-
served central five-stranded b sheet (bA to bE),
typically with five surrounding helical regions
(aA to aE) separated by loops (10, 116). These

TIR-domain structures share similarities with
the Rossman fold, an ancient motif with alter-
nating b strands and a helices that can bind
nucleotides such as NAD+ (90, 118, 119). As
noted above, mutation of the conserved glu-
tamate residue in TIR domains abolishes en-
zymatic activity and function in animal, plant,
and bacterial systems. Additionally, a con-
served aromatic amino acid was identified
that is required for generating a cyclized ADPR
product (cADPR, 2′cADPR, or 3′cADPR) (84).
Thus, a shared TIR catalytic mechanism has
been conserved throughout evolution.
TIR activation is often driven by oligomer-

ization. Two groups reported cryo–electron
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Fig. 5. Intracellular plant immune receptor
pathways. (A) Plant immune receptors are shown in
green. Both CC-NLRs and TIR-NLRs have been
shown to bind pathogen triggers (pink circles)
and oligomerize into wheel-like resistosomes. For
CC-NLRs, the pentameric resistosome generates
an ion channel that allows an influx of Ca++ and
potentially other ions into the cytoplasm. TIR-NLRs
form a tetrameric oligomer that activates the
NADase activity of the TIR domain. TIR-only proteins
can be activated by pathogen triggers to form a
presumed NADase tetramer, which produces
small-molecule signals (e.g., pRib-ADP) or a helical
assembly that expresses both nuclease and
2′3′-cNMP synthetase activity. TNL and TIR-only
pathways are dependent on the downstream EDS1
complex and CCRPW8-NLRs (RNL “helper NLRs”).
(B) The EDS1 complex binds TIR enzymatic
products, and this activated complex interacts
selectively with ADR or NRG helper RNLs to
activate immunity (see inset). SM, small molecules.
(C) A hypothetical model for a two-tiered
TIR immune system. The initial TIR-NLR response
is triggered when a TIR-NLR or TIR-only protein
recognizes the presence of a pathogen-dependent
trigger. This results in production of enzymatic
products and activation of the EDS1 complex and
RNLs, as shown in (A) and (B). TIR amplification
occurs when the initial pathogen response results in
the transcription of a large number of “booster
TIRs.” Booster TIRs amplify the initial response
and result in the production of large amounts
of 2′3′-cNMP, which then goes on to activate further
immune response in both infected and neighboring
uninfected cells. TF, transcription factor.
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microscopy (cryo-EM) structures for ligand-
bound, activated plant TNL receptors (120, 121).
The oligomerization state of activated TNL
immune receptors bound to their ligands is a
tetramer (Fig. 6). The pathogen effector ligand
binds primarily to the LRRs and a downstream
C-terminal domain and causes the NBS-LRR
domains to oligomerize into a ring-like struc-
ture. This structure brings four TIR domains
into proximity and is reminiscent of the
pentameric ZAR1 CNL resistosome (122) and
several animal inflammasomes. The interac-
tions between these TIR domains in their full-
length protein context leverage interfaces
predicted from truncated TIR-domain crystal
structures to produce a tetramer composed of
two pairs of TIRs (120, 121). Within each TIR
pair, one of the TIR domains undergoes a
conformational change in which the “BB loop”
is rearranged to expose the putative catalytic
glutamate residue. This transformation upon
tetramerizationwould allow cleavage of NAD+

and promote production of TIR-derived signal
molecules. Cryo-EM studies of SARM1 in its
active conformation revealed similar findings,
with two SARM1 TIR molecules forming a
substrate binding site (77). The BB loop is
present in this proposed active site for NAD+

cleavage (Fig. 6), andmutations in the BB loop

inhibit NADase activity and axon degenera-
tion (22, 24, 123). Similar to SARM1, a sub-
strate binding site in bacterial AbTir is formed
by two TIR molecules. Mutations in the BB
loop also impair enzymatic function (77, 84).
The autoinhibitory regulation of plant NLRs

and animal SARM1 share some common fea-
tures. SARM1 exists as an octamer in a ring
shape, with the tandem SAM domains form-
ing the central core of the ring, the N-terminal
armadillo repeat (ARM) domains wrapping
around the ring, and the TIR domains lodged
between the ARM domains on the outside of
the ring (77, 114, 115, 124–127). The N-terminal
autoinhibitory ARM domain in SARM1 inter-
acts with the TIR domain (77, 114, 115, 123–126).
This is analogous to theNBS and LRRdomains
in plant NLRs (7). After activation, the eight
SARM1 TIR domains move above the plane
of the ARM-SAM ring and reorganize in a
two-by-four grid (77). The organization of the
SARM1 TIRs is notably similar to that of the
plant tetrameric TIR, using the same inter-
faces and overall geometry (77).
During activation of SARM1, both NAD+

and NMN compete for an allosteric binding
site within the autoinhibitory N-terminal do-
main of SARM1, with the ratio of bound NMN
to NAD+ dictating the activation state of the

enzyme (114, 115, 125, 126, 128). Higher NMN-
to-NAD+ ratios result in an activated enzyme
that consumesNAD+ andpromotes axondeath,
whereas low ratios keep the enzyme in the off
state (114). Mutations in theNMN-NAD+ bind-
ing pocket that disrupt NMN binding block
both activation of NAD+ hydrolase activity and
injury-induced axon degeneration (114). Con-
versely, hypermorphic mutations in the NMN
binding pocket produce an enhanced or con-
stitutively active form of the enzyme (114).
These structural studies of SARM1 clarify the
activation mechanism of the TIR enzymatic
activity and provide a blueprint for how other
proteins with TIR-domain NAD+ hydrolases
may be regulated.
Although plant TNLs and animal SARM1

have convergent mechanisms for TIR activa-
tion, not all TIRs follow their example as close-
ly. The bacterial TIR-STING (TIR–stimulator
of interferon genes) sensor is present in both
prokaryotes and basal eukaryotes (25). TIR
domains of TIR-STING proteins use a proline-
rich loop to mediate TIR-TIR interactions but
rely on the same conserved catalytic gluta-
mate for NADase activity (Fig. 6) (25). The
binding of cyclic-di-guanine monophosphate
(c-di-GMP) to the STINGdomain of TIR-STING
proteinsdrives oligomerization into filamentous
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Fig. 6. TIR protein oligomeriza-
tion strategies. (A) Activated
plant TIR-NLR immune receptors
and animal SARM1 function as
oligomeric proteins. TIR domains
are shown in green, the oligomeric
chassis is in teal, and, for the
plant complex, the bacterial ligand
is in magenta. The oligomerized
plant TIR complex is tetrameric
[RPP1—Protein Data Bank (PDB)
ID 7CRC—is shown; also see ROQ1
(PDB ID 7JLX)], and the animal
SARM1 is octameric (PDB IDs
7NAK and 7NAL). (B) Convergent
oligomerization strategies shown
in (A) result in similar TIR inter-
faces for plant TIRs (PDB ID 7CRC
is shown) and SARM1. Putative
catalytic glutamates are shown in
magenta. The BB loop is shown
in purple, and the interaction
interface mediated by the aA and
aE helices (AE) is shown in
orange. Graphics in (A) and (B)
are adapted from Shi et al. (77).
(C) Schematic cartoon of a plant TIR–nucleic acid helical oligomer. In contrast to the tetrameric TIR-NLR structure, helical TIRs are interconnected with repeating AE
(orange) and DE (red) interfaces. The DE interaction interface is mediated by the aD and aE helices. The BB loop interacts with the minor groove of DNA. The cartoon is
adapted from Yu et al. (27). (D) Both metazoans and prokaryotes have TIR NADases that are regulated by C-terminal STING domains. Oligomerization of TIR-STING
proteins is controlled by cyclic-dinucleotide (sticks) binding to the STING domain (teal). The two monomers cross perpendicular to each other, indicated by dark and
light shading. Green TIR domains associate through a distinctive proline-rich loop interaction surface (black dashed line). Putative catalytic glutamate is shown in
orange. The prokaryotic TIR domain was not crystalized but is potentially similar to the metazoan structure. The metazoan TIR-STING structure is PDB ID 6WT7, and the
prokaryotic STING structure is PDB ID 6WT4. The graphic in (D) is adapted from Morehouse et al. (25).
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structures, andmutations that disrupt either
c-di-GMP binding or oligomerization into fila-
ments disrupt NAD+ cleavage (25). The for-
mation of filamentous structures was also
observed upon binding of small molecules
to additional bacterial TIRNADases (84, 129).
The function of these higher-order structures
remains to be elucidated but is reminiscent of
prion-like protein activation seen in other im-
mune defense proteins (130, 131). Thus, there
are diverse, independently evolved strategies to
oligomerize and/or activate TIRNADase activity.

Plant TIR domains also cleave DNA and RNA

Plant TIR enzymatic activity that produces
small-molecule signals to activate either of
the EDS1 RNL complexes is essential for func-
tion. A second enzymatic function was de-
scribed for plant TIRs (27). Yu et al. found that
both TIR-only proteins and TIR domains
derived from TNL proteins could degrade
nucleotides, DNA, and RNA in vitro. Plant TIR
domains produce cyclic nucleotidemonophos-
phates (cNMPs) such as 2′,3′-cAMP and 2′,3′-
cGMP, molecules that are stress signals in
plants and animals (132, 133).
Whereas the first plant TNL cryo-EM struc-

tures revealed a tetrameric resistosome, new
cryo-EM structures show that a plant TIR
domain (lacking NBS-LRR domains) is capable
of oligomerizing into helical structures (27).
The purified L7 TIR domain is a C-terminal
truncation that lacks the NBS-LRR domains
that are found in the full-length L7 TNL pro-
tein. The L7 TIR domain structure revealed
two protofilaments that twist into a superhelix
that also appears to containnucleic acid (Fig. 6).
This structure supports the hypothesis that
plant TIRs can also act as nucleases and defines
basic arginine and lysine residues that likely
contact the nucleic acid. Indeed, the muta-
tion of these residues completely blocks 2′,3′-
cNMP synthetase activity and TIR-triggered
cell death but only partially impairs NADase
function. Thus, NADase and synthetase activ-
ity are separable, and partial NADase activity
alone is insufficient for immune function as
assayed by cell death. Although the structural
details of catalysis are unclear, TIR nuclease
activity and 2′,3′ synthetase activity both share
the requirement for the putative catalytic
glutamic acid with NADase activity, indicating
functional overlap.
In planta experiments that genetically re-

duce levels of 2′,3′-cNMP also blocked TIR cell
death, consistent with an immune signaling
function for these cyclic nucleotide products.
Is 2′,3′-cNMP another signal that activates
EDS1? Or does this product have other sig-
naling functions? Accumulation of 2′,3′-cNMP
in planta requires the EDS1 complex, which
would place its generation downstream of
EDS1, at odds with data showing that TIR
enzymes act upstream of EDS1 (27). To explain

this, Yu et al. suggest a feedback loop in which
the putative 2′,3′-cNMP EDS1-activating sig-
nal must be amplified in an EDS1-dependent
manner (Fig. 5) (27). Yu et al. also found that
bacterial AbTir does not have 2′,3′-cNMP syn-
thetase activity. The lack of AbTir synthetase
activity could potentially explain why this
2′cADPR-producing TIR did not activate the
EDS1-dependent plant cell death pathway as
a chimeric fusion to the NLRC4 chassis, as
described above (27, 108). The authors con-
clude that plant TIRs can exist in two dis-
tinct oligomeric complexes: as a tetramer with
NADase activity and as a helical synthetase.
Many details of this dual-specificity enzymatic
system remain to be clarified. Are full-length
TIR-NBS-LRR proteins capable of forming the
helical synthetase given potential steric issues?
Do alternatively spliced TIRs related to the
truncated TIR-only isoform generate 2′3′-
cNMP? Is there selective catalysis to produce
both the EDS1-complex signals and 2′,3′-cNMP
products? And what are the relevant in vivo
substrates? Immune activation leads to tran-
scriptional activation of many TIR domain–
encoding genes, and overexpression of these
genes can cause cell death (39, 134–136). Thus,
one model is that a primary TNL or TIR-only
receptor is activated by a pathogen-encoded
ligand to promote oligomerization that favors
NAD+ hydrolase activity; the consequent EDS1
complex–dependent transcriptional output
generally raises TIR domain levels through
new transcription (Fig. 5C). These “booster
TIRs,” in turn, drive helical oligomerization
that favors 2′3′-cNMP synthetase activity to
stimulate defense responses, perhaps in dif-
ferent subcellular compartments and/or in
cells directly neighboring the infection site
(Fig. 5C).

Conclusion

The study of TIR domain proteins as an en-
zyme family has transformed our understand-
ing of this evolutionarily ancient signaling
domain. The discovery of the SARM1 NADase
has directed therapeutic approaches in neuro-
degeneration (137–140). Constitutively hyper-
active SARM1 NADase variants were found in
ALS patients (141, 142), suggesting that SARM1
alleles may contribute to disease risk in ALS.
Hence, inhibiting SARM1 could alleviate cer-
tain neurodegenerative diseases. The role of
SARM1 and NAD+ metabolism during devel-
opment and aging is also emerging (143–147).
Future studies will help strengthen this link,
with implications for neurodevelopmental
genetic disorders.
Do TLRs and other animal TIR domains

besides SARM1 truly lack enzymatic function?
A fewpublished reports suggest this (22, 24, 81).
Yet some of these proteins possess the con-
served glutamic acid residue necessary for
NAD+ cleavage in SARM1, plant TIRs, and

bacterial TIRs. Structural studies indicate
these glutamate residues are in suboptimal
positions to perform the necessary catalytic
functions (24, 81). It is possible that mamma-
lian TIR domains retain enzymatic activities
but that their cognate substrates have not yet
been identified. Prior biochemical experi-
ments with purified proteins may have failed
to recapitulate the true biologically active con-
formation of these mammalian proteins and
hence missed their enzymatic activity.
The discovery of new cADPR isomers gen-

erated by plant and bacterial TIR proteins
(Fig. 3) is another advance emerging from
the work on TIR enzymatic functions.We now
know that there are at least two distinct
linkages: 2′cADPR and 3′cADPR. These small
molecules can bind to and activate other effec-
tor enzymes in bacterial antiphage defense
programs. Moreover, this ability to activate
effector proteins to trigger bacterial suicide
can be leveraged to develop a class of anti-
biotics that will target bacterial TIR proteins
during infections. The structural similarities
of the cADPR isomers also raise the possibility
that these molecules, whether in their native
biological context or whether repurposed as
drugs, can function as competitive inhibitors
of immune pathway proteins to subvert host
immune responses. It also remains to be deter-
mined if these cADPR isomers possess calcium-
mobilizing effects.
Understanding the role of TIR-derived small-

molecule products in the plant immune system
should clarify gaps in our understanding of
plant immunity. Discovery of 2′-linked ribose-
ribose small molecules as the connection
between TIR enzymatic activity and EDS1
complex association with downstream RNLs
is a landmark discovery and may provide new
natural chemicals to control disease resistance.
Yu et al. (27) propose that the protein structures
produced by TIR-only and TNL proteins have
distinct enzymatic activities. How and where
these protein structures and activities are
occurring in vivo remains an open question for
which we have proposed a speculative model
(Fig. 5C). Similarly, it is unknownwhether full-
length TNL proteins (and alternatively spliced
products) form both the tetramer NADase
and the helical 2′,3′-cNMP synthetase. Equally
curious is the potential for separation of func-
tions encoded by full-length TNLs and TIR
domain–only proteins like RBA1.
The revelation that TIR proteins are per-

forming similar functions in cell death and
disease resistance across kingdoms has had
an energizing effect across many fields. Dis-
coveries in animals, plants, and prokaryotes
are generating hypotheses and driving research
and applications across kingdoms as we learn
more about the common and distinctive fea-
tures of members of this broad and ancient
protein family.
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Shared TIR enzymatic functions regulate cell death and immunity across the tree
of life
Kow EssumanJeffrey MilbrandtJeffery L. DanglMarc T. Nishimura

Science, 377 (6605), eabo0001. • DOI: 10.1126/science.abo0001

A common core of immune responses
Dealing with pathogens is a constant struggle for many life-forms, and innate and adaptive immune systems are
needed to support survival. Essuman et al. reviewed the latest insights into the Toll/interleukin-1 resistance/receptor
(TIR) domain proteins, which support immune responses across the tree of life, from archaea to bacteria to plants
to humans. TIR domains function in innate immune signaling pathways, as well as in axon degeneration in animals.
Some, but not all, TIR domains have enzymatic activity. TIR nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide hydrolase activity
starves phages as they infect prokaryotes and promotes hypersensitive cell death in a plant’s response to pathogens.
Plant TIR domains can also synthesize small, nucleotide-based second messengers that initiate an immune response.
—PJH
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